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SPECIFICATION

EASY INSTALLATION

LINE-UP

RAKUSHO Z comes in 6 main components, which allow for 
easy transportation and installation. 
The bed can also be assembled without the use of any 

*Trolley is not included.

2-14-5 Higashisuna, Koto-Ku, Tokyo 136-8670, Japan
TEL : +81 (0)3 3648 2961
http://www.paramount.co.jp/english/

PARAMOUNT BED CO., LTD. 

RELAX Motion KIND Motion

The name “RAKUSHO” re�ects the simple realization of a
master craftsman’s work, and the quest for a user’s 

SHO
RAKU

=  A Master Craftsman
=  Comfort & Ease

匠
楽

NEW

FUNCTION

Back Raise
(0-75°)

Knee Raise
(0-30°)

Hi-lo
(21.0-64.5cm)

NEW WAY TO LIVE

NEW PERSPECTIVE TOWARDS LIFE

The RAKUSHO Z Series is Paramount Bed’s latest home care bed that caters to 
the needs of the elderly. RAKUSHO Z incorporates more than 20 years of 
technological know-how and ideas that have grown and evolved from the same 





30cm21cm
9cm

Standard Mattress

Functional Mattress

Pressure Reduction Mattress

Handrails for
safe mobility.

Access Port

Ideal for meals and other 
activities (e.g. reading).

Overbed Table

A manual handle that 
keeps the bed in 

operation in the event 
of a power failure.

Smart Handle

Additional casters make it easier 
to move the bed (e.g. during 

Casters

Designed to enhance 
safety by preventing falls.

Side-rails

Provides support
during bed exit.

Assist Bar

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

Minimalist design and height adjustment 
provide ample space around the foot area of 
the bed. This reduces workload of caregivers 
and makes cleaning easier.

Designed for Convenience

A convenient storage space for items such as 
medical records or manuals.

Smart Storage (at Footboard)

AN ALL-NEW MOTION FOR SITTING UP IN BED

COMFORT & SAFETY ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Paramount Bed's revolutionary Relax Motion is a back raise mechanism which 
promotes a neutral pelvic position by utilising an optional combination of back 
raise, knee raise and tilting movements. Relax Motion also reduces body slippage 
during back raise by 60%, compared to KIND motion. This innovative and gentle 
motion for sitting up in bed o�ers an all-new level of comfort for users. 

A comprehensive line-up to 
meet the needs of every customer.

*Only for resin model

*When a 9cm mattress is used

It is easier for the user to move 
the upper body as the pelvis is 
in a neutral position. This helps 
to promote more user activities 
on the bed.

Promoting Activities

When in a neutral pelvic position and 
with the feet lowered at the same time, 
the user can enjoy a wider �eld of vision. 
This helps to keep the user more active.

Wide Field of Vision

Getting down from the bed has 
become more e�ortless as the 
user's feet are in a lower 
position.
Standing up from the bed is no 
longer a di�cult task as there is 
ample room around the foot 

E�ortless Bed Exit 

The low bed height provides more safety 
and security for the user. Even users with 
small physiques can sit on the side of the 
bed with their heels �rmly on the �oor.  
The low height also helps to reduce the 
impact in the event of fall.

Low Height at Only 21cm

Whenever the bed position is changed, this will be 
indicated by numerals and pictorial diagrams on the 
LCD screen of the controller. Thus, the bed can be 
accurately adjusted to the desired position. The 
backlit screen and indicators facilitate usage even at 

Handheld Controller

Swelling in the legs are 
reduced because the angles 
of the feet are adjusted in 
two stages during knee raise.

Reduction in Swelling
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